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Economic Development Organizations 
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Every great Economic Development website begins with well-thought-out navigation.
Once you define how visitors – and search engines – will move through your website, you
need to focus on crafting engaging content. In this Do-it-Yourself guide, we will show you
how to effectively plan and create a sitemap for your EDO, and how to carefully structure
content so that it is intuitive and easy to understand.

Let’s get started with planning for your EDOs website navigation. The quality of your
navigation can mean the difference between delighting your visitors and irritating them. 

When we say “navigation,” we are referring to your main menu, call-to-action buttons,
utility menu, and any other menu on your website. Planning your website navigation
involves creating a site map — an outline of every page on your website.

Before we walk through how to create a great navigation menu for your website, we’re
going to fast forward to show you an example (see below) of a completed Economic
Development sitemap that has main level navigation and secondary navigation items.

INTRODUCTION
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In this guide, we will give you the tools to
build your own navigation for your Economic
Development website, as well as writing the
content that will fill those pages.

The process of defining your navigation is
timely but critical to the success of your site.
The general rule for great navigation is to
keep it as simple as possible, while still
making it quick and easy for visitors to
access the information they want. 

Now, let’s discuss specific tactics that you
can apply to planning and creating your own
website navigation.

Good website navigation can help users find the
content they’re looking for, and offer them a
positive experience that will encourage them to
return.



8 TIPS FOR PLANNING
YOUR WEBSITE NAVIGATION

Your main menu should have no more than 7 items. If your top-level menu has too
many items, it will look cluttered and overwhelm your visitors. Plus, keeping your
menu simple allows you to draw focus to your most important pages.

Each menu item should try to be explained in 2 words or less. Be clear and concise
when naming your menu items. 

For example:
“Contact” could be used instead of “Get in touch”
“Data” could be a simplified version of “Data Center”
“About” is better than “About Our Economic Development”

Arrange items based on importance. Studies that measure eye movement and
visitor behavior found that the outer edges of your main menu get the most
attention. When determining how to order your menu items, follow this layout
below. 

The far right menu item is where many organizations place their most important
call-to-action. For your organization, this might be “About Us,” “Industries,” or
“Data.”
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1

2

Are two menu items similar enough that you could combine them?
Do all of these need to be top menu items, or could they become secondary menu
items?
Could some items be placed in a utility menu?

If you do have more than 7 items, think about whether you can reorganize some
information:

Check out Lake Norman Economic Development's website with 5 main categories plus  
a website search tool.

3



Place universal navigation items in a “utility menu.” There are certain links that are
expected to be on your website, because they are on all websites in your industry. 

Examples of these are Home, Contact, Member Login, Hours, About Us. These types of
links usually just navigate to one page—no drop down submenu is required. Rather
than cluttering up your main menu with these links, you can place them in a “utility
menu.” A utility menu is smaller and less prominent, and is usually placed above the
main menu. Choose Milwaukee uses a utility menu to link to Home, About and Contact
Us.

Don’t create really long dropdown menus. Dropdown menus are the submenus that
appear when a visitor hovers over a main menu item. These allow visitors to locate the
page they want without having to click through to an interior page. (Ideally, visitors
should be able to get to any page on your site in 3 clicks or less.) 

However, it’s important to make sure your dropdown submenus aren’t extremely long.
Here are some ways to make your dropdowns shorter:
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Does each submenu item actually need its
own page? 

Is there a substantial amount of
information that warrants a unique
webpage, or just a couple of sentences that
could be incorporated onto another page?

Could some of these “secondary” submenu
items be moved into a “tertiary” submenu—
in other words, another dropdown within
the dropdown? (Please note that you should
never have more than two levels of
dropdowns.)

When writing for your audience, use words that will resonate with what they're
searching for. Greater Minneapolis Saint Paul Economic Development Partnership has a
menu item called “Work & Live” that directly addresses their audience searching for
more information about living in their region.

4
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Now that we’ve gone through ways to plan your EDOs navigation, it’s time to start
mapping out what categories will be listed in your utility, main and secondary navigation.

We have a tool that allows you to choose the most relevant and applicable categories for
your navigation from EDOs across the country. You can access that document here. Now
that you have your site map defined, you can start writing the content for your website.
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Click Here to Download

Now that you have your site map defined, you can start writing the content for your
website.

Use fixed navigation. As web pages become longer, a navigation menu that sticks
to the top of your browser window is a necessity. If you don’t already have fixed
navigation in place, consider adding it for a great user experience.

Use call-to-action buttons to direct visitors to your most important pages.Placing
buttons alongside your navigation menu is a great way to distinguish and draw
attention to your most important links. 

To avoid clutter, stick to just 1 or 2 buttons. Choose Delaware uses two call-to-
action buttons, plus social icons, to drive the most important visitor behavior.

8

7

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1tJCIFvijF5YvU_OwyDxRZ8mNCSP5C0Px-PlRLmOZ1zU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1tJCIFvijF5YvU_OwyDxRZ8mNCSP5C0Px-PlRLmOZ1zU/edit?usp=sharing


Are they looking to rent or buy a home? 
Are they single or have a family? 
What are the schools in your region?
Do they own a business or want to start one? 
What is the cost of living and doing business? 
Are they looking for employment in your key industries?

Just like creating your EDO navigation with the user in mind, the same applies to writing
content for your site. Many website design companies offer to develop and organize the
content for your site as an additional service, but this can come at a large price. 

Creating your own content can seem daunting up next to your workload, but with some
helpful tips, you can create useful and engaging content, while saving your organization
money. You want to carefully structure your website’s content so that it is intuitive, easy-
to-understand, and acts as a spokesperson for your Economic Development Organization
and region. Here are some quick tips to keep in mind before starting the writing process.

Know Your Audience
Start off with identifying your target audiences and determining what kind of information
they will be searching for on your website. One way to do this is by creating audience
profiles. Here are some questions to help you with this process. 

Avoid Jargon
Keep your text plain and straightforward so the user knows exactly where to find the
information they are searching for. For example, the Public Works Department knows
exactly what services it provides to the public but the average citizen may not know to go
to that section of the website for information about trash and recycling, street and sewer
maintenance, or even how to report a pothole or a street light outage.

Information Hierarchy
Content should be easy to scan on your site, especially vital information. You can convey
important details by using subheads, bullets, bolding information, using grid boxes and
various typography. With all that in mind, now it’s time to organize and begin writing
what to include in each section and page of your site. Since we have already created a
site map (see on page 3), we have the essential blueprint for content creation.

In this ebook, we will provide you with questions and best practices that will help you
populate content across your pages and subpages make up each of these sections. As
you go through each section, you will find a hyperlink and an image, showing one of our
favorite websites that incorporates the best practice or content that we are
discussing. So, let’s get started!

CREATING USEFUL AND
ENGAGING CONTENT
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“What makes companies want to move here?”
“Why are companies currently here?”
“What are the unique aspects about this region that benefits companies?”

One of the most important parts of your EDO’s website is your “Business” or “Doing
Business Here” section. This is the content that will persuade potential companies to
establish their operations in your economic region. Your business section will
undoubtedly be one of your first and main menu tabs displayed on your site – which will
lead to more customized information once a visitor clicks on it.

In this section, you are communicating to companies why your state, city, region, county,
etc. is the perfect place to do business. Come up with a list of things that you believe
makes your location great to work in.

To help you isolate what makes your area so lucrative, ask yourself:

Answering these questions should give you a lot of information to work with. You’ve
probably even already come up with a few ideas on what makes your area special. To
build off what you have brainstormed, consider the following topics within the business
section of your EDOs website navigation. 

Below is an example from Greater Oklahoma City’s “Doing Business” page. An embedded
video highlights facts about the area, and users can easily download this year’s economic
forecast.

DOING BUSINESS HERE
Main Navigation
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A good way to influence companies to move to your area is to show them your region’s
diverse economy. Make sure to highlight major companies and company headquarters.
Let the reader know there are a lot of benefits to operating in your region. 

Greater Oklahoma City Economic Development, as seen below, has an interactive map
page which lists the top employers, where they are located, and the number of people
employed. Displaying information about talent can help attract new workers and signify
that there is a healthy workforce in the region.

MAJOR COMPANIES/EMPLOYERS
Secondary Navigation
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Companies want to know if there is a demand to fill roles. Especially if the industry they
are in requires a specific trade, skill, or background. It is important for businesses to
know they will be able to recruit quality candidates for the positions they need. 

Make sure to provide statistics that indicate your labor force is growing or is reliably
consistent. 

What are your region’s employment and unemployment rates? 
How much of the population holds a high school diploma or higher? 

If your area sees a large amount of foreign workers or other specific talent is known to
flock to your area, make note of it. You can also show how many students stay in the area
to work post graduation. Lee County Economic Development Group has a great
Workforce Talent page, including an engaging design and key statistics.
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TALENT AND WORKFORCE
Secondary Navigation



One benefit that is mutual to both a company and its employees is professional
development opportunities. This can also be seen as an extra perk to future talent. If
employees are able to develop their skills it can help grow the business. 

Many companies also rely on local educational institutions for the ongoing training of
their workforce. What is available in your area for professional development? This could
be local universities or trade schools, leadership programs or professional associations. 

Charles County Department of Economic Development has a good example of workforce
training and professional growth opportunities in the region.
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Secondary Navigation



Is there tax incentives, credits, exemptions? 
What key industries are they for?
What’s the corporate income tax?
Is there sales tax?
What are the eligibility guidelines?

Incentives like tax breaks, loan programs, funding initiatives and grants are all factors
that can influence where a company does business. Here are a few questions that you
can answer to help fill your incentives/taxes web page: 

To highlight what your region has to offer, make sure website visitors are able to easily
find and click on this tab. Every EDO and geographic region are different. Highlight what
makes yours unique so visitors can immediately see it and learn more. Or, even better,
show why they should want to learn more.

Greater Oklahoma City’s website answers all of these questions, and in addition,
incorporates the use of video.
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INCENTIVES 
Secondary Navigation



Manufacturing companies and businesses that use a lot of energy or water to operate will
be interested in learning more about the cost of utilities. Does your region offer lower
average costs, energy incentives, clean energy/green programs, affordable electricity or
water? Also, include where your energy and water comes from. Will companies have
multiple options to choose from?

Exemptions for certain industries such as agriculture or industrial production can be
persuasive incentives, as well. Communication services can also be considered such as
internet, phone, and cable providers. Depending on the nature of the business, one or all
of these things may be important to prospects.

Greater Minneapolis Saint Paul Economic Development Partnership has interactive utility
maps that users can hover over different states to see the dollars per 1,000 cubic feet for
natural gas and cents per kWh for electricity.
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UTILITIES
Secondary Navigation



A good infrastructure means easily accessible highways, airports, railways and other
means of transportation. Show how well connected your region is. Access to clients,
partners, and suppliers can be critical for companies to conduct business. Depending on
a business’ needs, links to commercial hubs or hot spots regionally, nationally, or globally
can help determine whether you will be the right place for them to settle. 

Provide details on your major highways, railways, water ports, airports, and public
transportation. Anything that shows you are in a prime and centralized location. 

Greater Minneapolis Saint Paul Economic Development Partnership uses grids, graphics
and text to share key information about travel by air, land and water.
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INFRASTRUCTURE
Secondary Navigation



What real estate options are available to expanding or relocating businesses? Provide
details on a variety of different properties that could accommodate retail, industrial or
commercial businesses. 

A prime example would be Valparaiso Economic Development Corporation’s website,
seen above. On their Available Properties page, they highlight their various office parks,
industrial and commercial real estate locations, and business centers.
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REAL ESTATE/SITE SELECTOR
Secondary Navigation



What does your area have available to entrepreneurs or small business owners? What
services, resources or real estate could help them be successful? Similarly, list any steps
or licenses that need to be taken or obtained before starting a business.

Charles County Department of Economic Development has a great example of this type of
page.
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Secondary Navigation



Health and Sciences
Federal Contracting
Retail 
Technology 
Business Services and Headquarters
Manufacturing
Food & Agriculture
Finance
Renewable Energy  

This part of your website is paramount. In the subpages of this section, you can list out
the major industries that power your economy. Each Economic Development
Organization will have Key Industries specific to its region but here are some examples of
categorizing these industries:

This section is an opportunity to show the variety of businesses thriving in your area and
to highlight what companies are key stakeholders.

On Charles County Economic Development’s site, the top five industries are highlighted.
But they also include a nice infographic that provides additional industries, employment
rates, and projected growth. When listing your top industries, give an overview and
include information such as the number of companies and jobs in each field. You can also
list any other factors that are significant for your area or have a great impact on the
economy in your region.
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KEY INDUSTRIES
Main Navigation



This part of your site will provide visitors with facts and figures in your region. Depending
on the size and how many cities/counties are represented in your region, this section of
your website might range from only a couple secondary navigation pages or more. 

Below are snapshots of two different Economic Development organizations' secondary
navigation menu options.
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DATA CENTER
Main Navigation

See South Bend Region Economic Development's
Resources & Data sub navigation categories. 

See North Central Illinois Economic
Development Corporation's Resources & Data
sub navigation categories. 



Your demographics section will be fairly straightforward. Include facts about population
size, average age, educational levels, average income, projected growth, etc. 

Don’t be afraid to give this section some personality by including a statistic that may be a
little unusual, such as “____% of employees report having an above average work/life
balance.” Keep your statistics relevant to your mission, though. 

Lee County Economic Development Group shows a variety of data with graphics and
charts on their Population Data page.
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DEMOGRAPHICS
Secondary Navigation



In your Economic Profiles or Economic Indicators section, feel free to be as visually
creative as you would like with displaying data through charts, graphs or dashboards. You
can highlight a variety of economic profiles such as how many people are in the
workforce, the size of your region compared to other cities in the state, unemployment
rates, construction activity, home sales, consumer confidence, hours and weekly
earnings, and retail sales.

Charlotte Regional Business Alliance does a great job of displaying multiple dashboards
on their Economic Indicators page to show visitors what factors drive the region's
economy. 
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ECONOMIC PROFILES/INDICATORS
Secondary Navigation



Part of attracting new businesses and employees is to show others what your area offers
outside the work day. The “Lifestyle" section of your EDO’s website gives the reader a
sense of where they fit the community. Everyone is different, so certain things may not
appeal to everyone. This is your opportunity to showcase that your region has a little
something for everyone.

What are unique qualities about your town, city or region? 
Do they offer family-friendly amenities, schools, and housing? 
Does it give you a small-town feel in a big city or vice versa?
What does your community put value in? 
What are some historical facts about your region?

To determine this, it is important to understand who currently lives in your region. You
can use demographic statistics and surveys to help you paint a portrait of who lives
there. Your city may have a lot of recent post-grads that are attracted to the job
opportunities available right out of school, the nightlife scene or the availability of
outdoor activities. Or you could have a lot of young families that like the small town feel
of the area without sacrificing access to entertainment and amenities. Your city could
have a little bit of everything. 

Choose Milwaukee has a great Living and Working Here section. Users can easily access a
Relocation Guide with detailed information on school, communities, home prices and
more. 
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LIFESTYLE/LIVING HERE
Main Navigation



Your city could have a little bit of everything. Create a personality for your region by
looking at who already lives there. You could include the following lifestyle information
on your EDO’s website. When businesses or people are considering moving to another
area, often one of the first things researched is the cost of living and doing business, and
how it compares to other places. This is a good opportunity to optimize your SEO and
provide useful data to anyone comparing costs. 

By including common search terms like, how much does it cost to live in (insert city name)
or average cost of living in (insert city name), you will become the go-to site for people
doing research on your region – leading to more opportunities for you to sell visitors on
why your area is the best. 

This is also a great place to show information on the Cost of Living in your region. This
could include up-to-date numbers or facts on the average prices of house, transportation,
fuel, food, medical care, utilities, and any other day-to-day expenses relevant to your
location. You can also add some benchmarks on how you compare to similar cities or
towns. Dallas Economic Development showcases key information about living in their
region.
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LIFESTYLE/LIVING HERE
Main Navigation



Arts, Culture, and Attractions is a very flexible
category that you can organize depending on
what is most relevant to your area. The
following breakdown is a common way of
grouping topics together under this subject,
but feel free to break the mold and combine
subjects that relate to each other in a unique
way.

Music and theater venues, fine arts galleries,
and science museums are great to include in
this section. Tell the reader about the variety
of culture and attraction in your region. This
is also a great place to mention places of
worship for people to search for churches in
the area. 

What are some things your residents take a
common interest in? 
What is something your region is particularly
good at or known for?
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ARTS, CULTURE AND ATTRACTIONS
Secondary Navigation

ENTERTAINMENT AND EVENTS
Secondary Navigation

Depending on what your region has to offer, Arts, Culture and Attractions and
Entertainment and Events can be synonymous; you only might need to choose one to
represent both. Some regions have stadiums, music venues, festivals, museums, and
concert halls that attract people to the area. 

Be mindful not to include the same information in two different sections, such as listing
sports teams in ‘Entertainment and Events’ and ‘Sports and Recreation.’ If you are having
trouble with redundancy, consider consolidating sections.

Upcoming entertainment and events are a great way to get interest and traffic to your
site. Highlighting new events and entertainment is an easy tactic for consistently creating
new content for your website.

Check out Dallas Economic Development's Arts & Culture page.



List the available educational institutions within your region or nearby. You can start with
K-12 and work up to secondary schooling or the other way around.

Or, If your region is renowned for its world-class research universities or has some of the
best K-12 schools in the country, start with that. Be sure to include any trade schools,
STEM programs or private institutions.

Focus on any particularly interesting facts as well as listing all of the available schooling
options.For an added bonus, you can also list statistics related to the number of
graduates entering the workforce along with their field of study. 

Vail Valley Economic Development gives great detail on K-12 for public and private
institutes as well as Post-Secondary Education.
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EDUCATION
Secondary Navigation



While not exactly the same as real estate in the Business section of your website, you can
list similar information regarding where potential residents can find housing and real
estate. 

Washington, DC Economic Partnership has an interactive map briefing readers of the
various neighborhoods in the surrounding area. Right below the map there is a search
bar and a grid layout of each neighborhood which then takes users to a separate landing
page with more key statistics of the area.

If your region has downloadable housing resources or can recommend readers to other
organizations with more information, you can list all of this in the housing section.
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HOUSING
Secondary Navigation



The Sports and Recreation page of your site can cover everything from professional
sports teams, hiking and biking trails, local, state and national parks, and other outdoor
activities or attractions. This section can be summed up by answering:

What do you do for fun in your area?
What hobbies or activities do people or groups take interest in?

We’re big fans of how Santa Cruz Economic Development displays their recreation
section.
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SPORTS AND RECREATION
Secondary Navigation



An involved community is an active community. Philanthropic giving, whether that means
time or money, uplifts the entire community. A caring and giving community is something
to be proud of. 

Many businesses and people include philanthropy in their core values. Depending on
what kind of information is available, you can list facts such as how many hours people
volunteer each year, the number of nonprofits involved in the community, or the amount
of donations received each year for philanthropic causes.

Civic engagement is another sign of an involved community with a strong social fabric.
Communities that work together politically and non-politically improve the conditions for
all. What are the residents in your community doing to make the quality of life better?
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PHILANTHROPY/CIVIC ENGAGEMENT
Secondary Navigation

SHOPPING AND DINING
Secondary Navigation

You may have a bustling street lined with
boutiques and restaurants or be the home to a
large shopping center like Sarasota County.
Side streets filled with small and creative
businesses can be just as desirable to being
near a lot of commercial retailers.

Are there a lot of different food and restaurant
options available? Or maybe you are renowned
for one specific type of food or ethnic cuisine. 

Detail the different options available for
foodies and shopaholics alike. ‘Shopping and
Dining’ can be in its own section if that is
something your region is known for or
included under ‘Arts and Culture.’



Is an overall healthy lifestyle promoted in your region? 
Are the exemplary health care facilities or any special practices in the health industry to
highlight?

This can be an area to get a little creative. For example, Santa Cruz, CA, is known as one
of the healthiest and fittest regions. They use this as an opportunity to highlight all of
their outdoor activities available to residents. 

They then take it one step further by noting that it is also the least stressful metropolitan
city. This wouldn’t necessarily be an obvious fact address. But by doing so, they build an
extra layer of intrigue to the region.
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HEALTH
Secondary Navigation



Your “Living Here” section and web pages may just be the most important part of your
website. A community that offers more than just a place to do business will attract
families and workers looking for a place to call home. A high quality of life can be a huge
selling point for your economic development organization. Recreation, shopping, schools,
arts, events are all things that entice prospective business and families to relocate to
your area and are signs of a thriving economy.

Most or all of the information regarding these subjects can be included, but how you
organize it is ultimately up to you. For example, to consolidate the information, Charles
County Economic Development segmented their ‘Life in Charles’ menu tab into five
sections as shown in the picture below. Take note of the ‘Do, Eat & Play’ option. They
include all different types of information on art and culture within this section so that it is
easy for visitors to discover and learn about all of the different options available.
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WHY A 'LIVING HERE' 
SECTION IS PARAMOUNT

Conversely, Greater MSP takes a slightly different approach, offering a more dissected
breakdown of navigation options within their ‘Work & Live’ menu drop down. Instead,
they decided topics like sports and recreation, and art and culture would be better if they
were separated, presumably so site visitors can easily find the information they are
interested in. 
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WHY A 'LIVING HERE' 
SECTION IS PARAMOUNT

It’s your preference and what better suits your region on the subpages to include.
Greater MSP covers 16 counties and has multiple professional sports teams and a vibrant
arts culture. As a result, they felt each deserved its own spotlight. 

Charles County, on the other hand, has a much smaller geography to cover, and can
highlight their main attractions without sacrificing something being overlooked.
Sometimes less is more. You don’t have to list it all. Instead, you can use pictures, quick
stats, infographics, etc. and encourage visitors to learn more by clicking links or
references.

Carefully think about how you want to convey the most important information and how it
should be organized. Showcase your strengths. They are going to be different than every
other EDO and unique to you. The key is to make a website that represents home.



This section of your site will give the reader some background on what your mission and
objectives are, and how you are here to help. This is where you familiarize the reader
with what your organization does is the first place. Use this section as an opportunity to
tell your story and show some personality.

The ‘About Us’ page of your EDO’s website will most likely include the following
information. 

Mission
This is where the reader will learn what your organization’s goals are. After your mission
statement, get more specific and detail your strategic plan, objectives or initiatives that
are going to help you accomplish your goals. Once you have your mission statement
down, you can get a little more creative throughout your ‘About Us’ section.

Vision
Where are you going? Provide the overall vision of your EDO and the region you serve. In
other words, where do you see your region’s impact in the future? What will need to
happen for this to come true?

History - Past, Present, Future
Give a brief background of your history. Is there an interesting story about how your
EDO came to be? If you are having trouble coming up with anything, try digging into the
economic history of the region you are in.

Another way to share more about your economic development organization is to feature
success stories. These anecdotes are great to feature on your About page. Stories can
help relate to the reader on a more personal level. A good success story shows the
impact of your EDO beyond facts and figures.
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ABOUT US
Main Navigation



Your Board of Directors and Committee members are committed to your Economic
Development Organization. It's important to show the faces of those members on your
website. See the Business Development Board of Palm Beach County's Board of
Directors page for example.
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EDC Business and Community Partners has a great Staff page with hover effects over
each team member including contact information for visitors to easily contact. This page
will be very straightforward, only requiring individual team photos (mascots, too) and
minimal content.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Secondary Navigation

STAFF DIRECTORY
Secondary Navigation



If you have any investing incentives, benefits or
opportunities, you can reference them here and
include information on how to become an investor.
Highlighting investor benefits and testimonials can
also be mentioned here. Some EDOs simplify this
page and only show who their investors are. There
is no right or wrong way to create this page of your
website. 

Showcasing how your organization was
instrumental in why a company decided to relocate
or open up in your region is something you want to
share. Stories can help relate to the reader on a
more personal level. A good success story shows
the impact of your EDO beyond facts and figures.
Some EDOs showcase investors by their donation
about and others just list out a directory.

INVESTORS
Secondary Navigation
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ACCOLADES
Secondary Navigation

Greater Oklahoma City has an
Accolades page that is regularly
updated with the latest website and
publications ranking Oklahoma City.

These articles are great to share across
your economic development's social
media site, as well. But listing them on
your website gives the mentions and
accolades a longer life span, especially
when visitors are researching your area. 

See Lake Norman Economic Development's Investors
page.



CONCLUSION
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Each Economic Development Organization has unique industries, incentives, attractions
and features about its region. While that content will be specific to your organization, now
you have the framework to start writing (or rewriting) the content on your website.

By including the following information throughout this eBook on your website, your EDO
will have a beautiful website packed with helpful, informative, and persuasive content.

At Accrisoft, our goal is to create and share with you high-value content that assists you in
performing your marketing responsibilities with excellence. Our hope is that we continue
to accomplish that goal, especially with this DIY Guide. Please reach out to us at any time if
you have questions throughout this process of updating your navigation or writing your
own content.



Accrisoft Corporation provides a finely tuned blend of technology and services that
empower organizations to achieve success and realize their goals. 

Our websites are built on Accrisoft Freedom™, a comprehensive software solution that
spans across your organization’s marketing, sales, operations and finance departments,
allowing your entire team to work together harmoniously on a single platform. 

The Accrisoft offering includes a custom or theme website design, an Accrisoft Freedom
license, hosting, live support, and a dedicated web strategist. Accrisoft Freedom™ is a
unified, web-based software solution consisting of five applications:

ABOUT ACCRISOFT
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Charlotte, NC Sarasota, FL

1026 Jay Street, Suite B-44

Charlotte, NC 28208

(704) 544-3330

2001 Siesta Dr

Sarasota, FL 34239

(888) 965-3330

Freedom Software™ is designed for membership Associations, Nonprofits, Chambers of
Commerce, Jewish Community Centers, Economic Development Organizations and Real Estate
groups.


